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NFLA media releases
October 2018:

(On NFLA website.)
• NFLA hears about the
great potential of
hydrogen and LA
energy
• New Irish Energy
Minister needs to give
greater urgency to
climate change
mitigation
• IPPC report shows the
importance of Councils
in climate change
leadership
• NFLA attends rededication of Leeds
BNTVA memorial stone
• NFLA submits its views
on NDA’s radioactive
waste strategy
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NFLA letters to the
media, October 2018:
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must be resolved by a
concerted move towards
renewables
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• EDF’s woes show why
new nuclear is in such
trouble in the UK
NFLA submits its
views to NDA on its
single rad-waste
management
strategy
The NFLA has submitted
its views to the Nuclear
Decommissioning
Authority
(NDA)
on
its
proposed single radioactive waste strategy.
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Forthcoming meetings of interest to NFLA members
Visit of Hiroshima
Peace Legacy Ambassadors to the UK –
Manchester 4th / 5th
/6th November; Oldham
5th November; Sheffield
6th October, Coventry
7th October

The Peace Boat delegation discussed Irish
nuclear policy with Foreign Office
disarmament staff at Iveagh House, Dublin

memorial

Mayors for Peace joins with Peace Boat & Legacy Ambassadors

events in October.
NFLA remains concerned
with the way the NDA
describes waste in terms
of volume rather than by
its radioactive volume.
NFLA are also concerned
that some NDA policy is
increasing what it sees as
‘dilution and dispersal’ of
waste rather than ‘concentrating & consolidating’
waste. The full detailed
response can be found on
the NFLA website.
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NFLA Scotland
Forum winter
meeting and
seminar, East
Ayrshire Council
Offices, Kilmarnock,
November 8th

NFLA UK & Ireland
2018 AGM, Steering
Committee and
Annual Policy
Seminar, Council
Offices, Newry,
December 7th

